Ward (The Cowboys)

Visiting in her fiancees home, Marina Scott
is suffocating under the watchful eye of her
future mother-in-law. While the family
enjoys a siesta, Marina goes for an
unaccompanied ride and loses control of
her mount. A handsome cowboys rescues
her. She and Ward Dillon fall in love at
first sight. The only problem is Marina is
engaged to Wards brother, Ramon! Marina
calls off the wedding but an obsessive and
jealous Ramon takes matters into his own
hands. Luisa Dillon, who loathes Ward as
much as she loves his brother, is a brilliant
strategist. She concocts a series of lies that
drive Marina and Ward apart. Ward flees to
the war, leaving his new bride behind. He
has no way of knowing his familys dark
secret, the source of his mothers hatred, or
that Marina is pregnant.Seven years later
Marina comes to the Maxwell ranch to
convince Ward to give her a divorce so she
can remarry and give her son a father. All
the old pain and anger resurfaces, each
feeling betrayed by the other. Believing
Marinas son to be his brothers child, Ward
refuses to give her a divorce because he
wants the boy to have his rightful name.
Unable to convince Ward that Tanner is his
child, Marina wants a complete break from
the family that came so close to destroying
her life. But its Tanner, the little boy who
longs for the return of a father his mother
told him is a hero, who helps tear down the
barriers
between
Ward
and
Marina.Reviews
of
Ward
...Leigh
Greenwood is one of the top writers today
of the western romance. WARD will
enhance the great writers reputation for
exciting, angst-ridden historical romance.
The lead characters are superb and the
support cast feel so real that readers will
believe they are in the old west visiting
them. Another classy tale by one of the
genres best novelists. Harriet Klausner,
Affaire de Coeur Leigh Greenwoods
second book in The Cowboys series,
WARD, is a story that has been told many
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times, but never with that special
Greenwood
touch.
The
beautiful
relationship between father and son,
between friends and husband and wife will
hold readers attention and tug at their
heartstrings. - Kathe Robin, Romantic
TimesWARD is the kind of book one
closes with a sigh of, AH! Now THAT was
a good book!Merry Cutler, Annies Book
Stop, Sharon, MA

The Dallas Cowboys have an undrafted free agent gem on their hands in Middle Tennessee State cornerback
Charvarius Ward The Dallas Cowboys traded WR Ryan Switzer to the Oakland Raiders in exchange for defensive
lineman Jihad Ward, the Cowboys announced.Get the latest updated stats for Dallas Cowboys defensive end Jihad Ward
on . Ward was traded from Oakland to Dallas for wideout Ryan Switzer. Ward suited up for just five games in 2017,
posting two tackles (one solo) During the 2018 NFL Draft, the Dallas Cowboys traded wide receiver Ryan Switzer to
the Oakland Raiders in exchange for defensive tackle The second was when the Raiders traded defensive tackle Jihad
Ward to the Cowboys in exchange for Ryan Switzer. Heres how these trades The Dallas Cowboys traded for Tavon
Austin and Jihad Ward to help bolster their team, but which pick will prove to be most beneficial? The Dallas Cowboys
may have another diamond in the rough situation after the acquisition of Oakland Raiders defensive tackle Jihad
Ward.The Dallas Cowboys always looked like a logical landing destination for safety T.J. Ward back in August when
rumors emerged that the Denver Broncos would Ward has two years remaining on his rookie deal. As a second-round
pick, all of his guaranteed money is expired. The Cowboys have noGet the latest news, stats, videos, highlights and more
about Dallas Cowboys cornerback Charvarius Ward on .
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